U3 snoRNA may recycle through different compartments of the nucleolus.
A model is proposed in which U3 small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) is recruited from an inactive, stored form in the dense fibrillar component (DFC) of the nucleolus to an active form that is associated with the initial ribosomal RNA (rRNA) precursor. The initial steps of rRNA processing occur in the DFC, and then it is proposed that the U3 snoRNA moves with intermediates in rRNA processing from the DFC to the granular component (GC) of the nucleolus. The nucleolar protein fibrillarin is located primarily in the DFC, and it is suggested that the complex of fibrillarin and U3 snoRNA dissociates when U3 snoRNA transits to the GC. Finally, when U3 snoRNA is released from the processed rRNA, the tether holding the rRNA in the nucleolus is broken and rRNA can then be exported from the nucleolus to the cytoplasm. U3 snoRNA is hypothesized to recycle back from the GC to the DFC where it is stored until future association with another initial rRNA precursor. Data supporting this model are summarized. U3 snoRNA is also stored in the coiled body of interphase cells and in the nucleolar remnants and prenucleolar bodies of mitotic cells, and there may be some similarity in the binding sites for stored U3 snoRNA in the DFC and in these structures.